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Abstract
Large-scale computer systems like Search Engines provide services to thousands of users, and
their user demand can change suddenly. This unstable demand impacts sensitively to the
service components (like network and hosts). The system should be able to address unexpected
scenarios; otherwise, users would be forced to leave the service. Creating tests scenarios is
an alternative to deal with this variable workload before implementing new configuration in
the system. However, the complexity and size of the system are a huge constraint to create
physical models. Simulation can help to test promising models of search engines. In this paper
we propose a method to model a Search Engine Service (SES) on small scale to analyze the
impact of different configurations. We model the interaction of a typical search engine with
three main components: a Front Service (FS), a Cache Service (CS) and an Index service (IS).
The FS takes as input a query of user and search into a database with the support of a CS
to improve the performance of the system. The proposed model processes a trace file from a
real SES and based on the dependency relation among the messages, services and queries, it is
modeled the full functionality of the SES. The output is, on one hand a simulated trace file to
compare the model with the real system and on the other hand statistics about performance.
The simulation allow us to test configurations of FS, CS, and IS, which can be unlikely in the
real system.
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1 Introduction

Search Engine Services are used by millions of users daily. Providers of these services are
Google Inc., Yahoo, Baidu, Ask and although they prevail in the market[2] there are other
environments where Search Engine Service are a useful tool like social networks or enterprise
portals. This service is supported by the interaction of a vast set of small systems and services
working together to create a complex structure able to scale from hundred of hosts to thousands
of hosts interconnected. [13]. The planned and deployed resources for a search engine should
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be computed on expected demand. Although the capacity installed should support a dynamic
workload related to variable user demand.

This research proposes a methodology to simulate the interaction of the hosts and services
in order to analyze the impact of different scenarios. Additionally, it is possible to provide
a baseline to design better promising configurations of a search engine. We studied a Search
Engine Service (SES) with a typical configuration based on three components: Front Service
(FS), Cache Service (CS) and Index Service (IS). These components are deployed over a cluster
designed to support the service with a high speed network and redundant resources.

The performance of the system depends on the accepted workload and the installed capacity.
In order to balance this two criteria, first we analyze the injection rate of queries and second
we check metrics to manage the workload of the system. This analysis can be done in the real
system on expenses of some overhead and to design hypothetical configurations. However, new
resources and configurations need to be tested exhaustively. New configurations can be tested
by the injection of artificial traffic. On literature like [3], [4], [6] we can find methods to simulate
hypothetical conditions through the injection of synthetic traffic, we evaluated the importance
to use real traffic. Therefore we propose a model with real traffic.

We analyze real traffic of the system for a period of time and simulate the services of the
Front Service, Cache Service and Index Service. The model simulates the interaction of services.
When a query arrives, it is submitted to next service based on the data flow of the system.
When the query arrives to destination, it is simulated the time to solve the query and then
it is returned to sender. Because of each query is divided in messages the simulation take
into account the relation dependency among them. We modified a network simulator and we
added a tier to simulate the search engine to process the traffic and inject it to the network.
The output of the network is analyzed to simulate the services and re-inject the traffic to the
network. Finally the output of the simulation should be analyzed to reconfigure the system
with new parameters and create new scenarios for the service.

In section 2 we present a summary of relevant publications and previous work of the authors
related to this work. In Section 3 an overview about the search engine architecture is presented.
Section 4 details the methodology proposed and in Section 5 an evaluation of this work is given.
Finally in 6 the conclusions and future work are presented.

2 Related Work

In order to model the SES a methodology is proposed in [12], where is defined a simulation pro-
cess of a full SES. That methodology proposes modeling the services with parallel computation
and it uses benchmarks to measure the cost of the services (FS, CS, IS and network). Authors
in[9] present a discrete event simulation specification of a SES, where the queries are simulated
with a message moving around different stages to compute the time to solve it, authors com-
pared the results with a real web search engine trace file. The accuracy of the experiments
of those simulations allows to generate trace files to compare with the real system. Addition-
ally, the results enable to extend the test scenarios to try new experiments related to others
components of the system like the network.

The authors in [6] proposed a network simulator as a tool to analyze network designs, and
it is detailed the importance of the specification of performance requirements. For a complex
system like SES the performance is based on the number of queries solved by second, it means in
terms of application performance, then modelling the application with real traffic is necessary.
There are critical issues regarding traffic of real applications, which is, the relation dependency
among messages, authors in [8] addressed this issue by encoding the dependencies with two
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Figure 1: Overview of main flows of SES. Front service submit queries to Cache service, Cache
Service returns Success or Fail. On Fail, queries are submitted to Index service.

steps, the first one is a full-simulation to detect and encode the dependencies and the second
step includes a new simulation based in the execution of windows of time to ensure related
messages are processed in order.

Authors have proposed simulation techniques to analyze the network and new algorithms
to improve the network performance, based on a detailed traffic pattern analysis of SES [5].

3 Background

The SES analyzed has three main software components: Front Service (FS), Cache Service (CS)
an Index Service (IS) [7]. SES service processes queries (Q) from users through a FS. The FS
distributes the query to a set of CS, the CS checks if Q has been solved previously. CS returns
a success or fail to FS, on fail, FS submits the Q to to IS. The IS generates a list with the
relevant documents to Q (Top K). The Figure 1 illustrates the steps to solve a query.

The output of the system is a list of relevant user documents (K) for the query. The time to
solve a query is called the Query Latency (QL). QL defined by the time to process the query by
the FS plus the network time and plus the time to solve a query by the CS. When Q is solved
by the IS we named Q’. QL’ is defined by QL plus the time need to solve the query by IS. A
graph to compute QL and QL’ is showed in Figure 1.

The main requirement of a SES is solve Q in a defined period of time, a metric of the service
is given by the Throughput (T). T is defined by K divided by Q in the same period of time.

3.1 Search Engine Service Architecture

The SES is deployed on a large cluster of computers. The nodes are arranged on arrays of P
x D, where P defines the level of data partitioning and D the level of replication of the data,
it is used a partitioning and redundancy schemes to improve the performance of the SES in
terms of QL. The cluster of the SES is deployed on a fat-tree topology[1]. A full description of
the architecture is published in [7]. The number of instances of each service is defined in the
configuration of the SES. We show an overview in Figure 1.
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3.2 Front Service

The FS accepts Q from users and the service returns a list of relevant documents to the query.
A query is composed by a set of keywords. The FS is a cluster with a defined number of hosts
running an instance of FS.

Each query has four states: new, hit, no hit or done. FS processes new Q and submits it
to different CS. If the Q state is no hit, Q is submitted to IS. On hit or done results K are
returned to user. Each state increases QL according to estimated time for each service. Only
IS and CS change Q state. FS distributes Q based on algorithms (like Round Robin) to balance
the workload among different CS and IS hosts. Figure 1 shows an scheme of the different Q
states.

3.3 Cache Service

The CS keeps a set of the most frequent queries and results. Basically there are two main tasks
on CS service, the first one is processing new queries and the second one is to keep updated
its content to solve Q quickly. The operation of the CS involves time to balance the workload
among CS nodes. At the same time, CS processes previous results based on a set of cache
policies. Authors of [7] explain in detail the CS features. CS updates Q state from new to hit
or no hit and it increases QL.

3.4 Index Service

The IS computes a list of the top-K relevant documents for Q. To do this, there is parallel
process to recover documents from the web to create a document collection. Each document
is associated with an unique identifier and it is parsed to recover a list of relevant terms. The
result of this process is a structure named inverted index. This structure can be huge and it is
necessary distribute it among the hosts of the IS cluster. The IS accesses to the inverted index
for relevant documents, because of the results can be stored in different nodes it is applied a
ranking algorithm to compute a Top-K list with links to the original document. IS updates Q
state from no hit to done and it increases QL.

3.5 Traffic Pattern Analysis of SES

In order to design a model to simulate SES we have studied the traffic pattern of the real
system. In a SES the communication pattern is defined by the flows of the service architecture.
The load of the system depends on two elements, the volume of user requests (Q) and the size
of the content stored in the system. The volume of users submitting queries in a period of time
is unpredictable. This input rate triggers an unstable communication pattern.

We have conducted a set of experiments using simulation techniques to analyze the traffic
pattern of SES. For instance below we introduce two basic looks related to traffic patterns.

The first one is shown in Figure 2 (a), where axis X and Y are the host identification from
1 to 128 hosts. The marks correspond to the service which submits the message. We can see
that each node only contacts with a delimited set of services, a CS node submits messages to a
single FS node, and IS node submits messages only to a single FS node. Using the flow-traffic
conditions described on Figure 1, the set of couples is deterministic. Each pair S-R (Sender -
Receiver) is created with a delimited set of nodes. The tendency reduces the set of couples and
it creates an unbalanced traffic. On one hand if there is unused resources the network could be
reduced, on the other hand there are overloaded buffers and they can generate bottlenecks.
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Figure 2: (a) Pairs of Senders and Receivers by kind of service. (b) Number on events where
the buffer capacity was higher than a threshold of (25%).

The second experiment focuses on analyze the traffic workload among switches. In order
to analyze the impact of traffic, we monitor the network in a window of time and we define a
threshold of 25% of the buffer capacity to count the number of events when the occupancy is
higher than the threshold. For instance with a fat-tree network with three levels, Figure 2(b)
depicts the buffers occupancy, we can see imbalanced traffic among the network and there are
some buffers with very high occupancy and unused buffers.

4 Network Simulation of SES

This paper proposes a methodology to simulate a search engine service with an approach based
on real traces. In Figure 3(a) we show the current (actual) method based on workloads, where
the analysis of network performance is based on traffic generated by mathematical model,
random numbers or bit-based. In the Figure 3(b) we depict our a method based on real traces
to simulate the application (proposed).

The proposed methodology is based on the interactions of application components, the
dependency of the traffic (workload of services) and the flow-data conditions. Additionally
It has an analytical phase (external) to reconfigure the system in order to create new test
scenarios for experimentation, this phase is based on the information provided by simulation
which contains details related to the services.

4.1 Application Tier

The proposed model creates a tier to simulate the application interacting with the network.
Figure 4 illustrates the basic model, where a set of instances of FS, CS, and IS inject messages
to the network and the simulator returns the messages to services.

We used a modified version of Booksim simulator published in [10] and [11]. The modified
Booksim to support real traces of the SES. We included three main components to the simulator,
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: (a) Traditional model. (b) Proposed model.

Figure 4: Basic scheme of the Application Tier interacting with the Network Simulator.

first a module to process an application trace file, second an injector traffic based on the services
of the application and third a feature to validate the messages dependency among the services.

4.2 Application Simulation

The simulation takes as input a trace file (tf) and a mapping file (mf) generated by the real
service. The tf contains the query (Q), and the services interchange messages (m) along a
window of time (t).

The tf contains a the traffic generated by each host of a real system. The mf contains the
configuration of the SES and the role of each host (IS, FS, CS) . The output of the simulation
is a log with details about the network performance. The structure of tf and mf are shown in
Table 1.

Host POD Rol Replica Host replica
IP (0..10) FS/CS/IS R/NR IP

(a) Mapping file structure (mf).

ID timestamp Op1 Op2 Event CPU Src Dest Size Q D

(b) Trace file structure (tf).

Table 1: Trace files structure.

The SES in defined with the number of instances of FS, CS and IS. For instance a config-
uration with one FS, two CS and three IS is used in Figure 5. The time (t) to solve Q by CS
and FS are provides by tf. We call this cost as tFS, tCS, tIS.

The simulation starts with the injection of Q, then the FS creates m as number of instance
of CS are defined, then m is injected to the kernel of network simulator. When m arrives to
CS host, the tCS is simulated. CS submits messages to network simulator and FS wait until
all from CS messages related to the same Q has been returned. If at least one message has
changed to hit state the results are submitted to user and a new entry to the simulated trace
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Figure 5: Pipeline phases of SES simulation process.

is created. When the state is no hit, Q is submitted to IS hosts. Then IS submits the messages
to the network and and the network simulator returns messages to FS. Finally FS waits for all
messages for the same Q and submits K to user. The Figure 5 illustrates this process.

4.3 Message Dependency

A Q is solved by a set of m, by the flow of communication among services and by a sequence
ordered of messages. Messages compete for network resources, therefore some times messages
spend time on queues. This condition causes some messages for the same query arrive disordered
to the destination, then checking if all messages of Q have arrived is necessary before injecting
them again to next service or to submit it to user. Figure 6(a) shows an overview of the
simulation process and Figure 6(b) shows the process to verify the message dependency.

(a)
(b)

Figure 6: (a) Simulation is based on the interaction of FS, CS, IS and the network simulation.
(b) The traffic from search engine is injected to queue services, simulation checks the messages
dependency before injecting messages to next service.
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Figure 3: (a) Traditional model. (b) Proposed model.

Figure 4: Basic scheme of the Application Tier interacting with the Network Simulator.
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4.4 Query Injection

First we introduce the attributes included in tf. The ID is a unique identificator of each entry.
Timestamp allows to measure the injection rate of Q, Srv1 and Srv2 are the services (source
and destination), The Event defines each entry as m or processing time, CPU attribute is the
cost of processing Q by the service. Src and Des are a host identifier. Q is the query identifier
and finally data is the Q state. In Figure 5 we illustrate the process to inject the traffic to
the simulator. FS read Q from tf. The CS destinations are selected from tf. The messages are
submitted to network simulator, and the output of network is stored in a queue to wait for all
messages from the same Q. The process continues until the full trace has been processed.

5 Evaluation

The data for the experimentation corresponds to trace files used by authors of [7]. Trace files
were obtained by Yahoo Search Engine in 2005.

We are using a trace log file with a configuration of 128 host. The network topology is a
Fat-tree topology. The topology is created using a feature of simulator named anynet. First we
parse the mf to generate the anynet topology in the format required by the simulator. This
topology is passed to simulator in the configuration file using the parameter network file.

(a) (b)

Figure 7: (a) Mapping of messages among services along a window of time. (b) Workload
comparison among services in a windows of time.

Figure 8: Buffer occupancy in a defined window of time for switches of Level 0. Axis X shows
channels and axis Y shows percentage of events where Occupancy was higher than a threshold
of 25% of the capacity (Switches 1, 4 and 6 reported 0 events).

In Figure 7 (a) we show a sequence of messages between nodes in a period of time. This chart
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allows us to recognize a communication pattern where most of Senders belongs to nodes from
1 to 20 and the Receivers go from 1 to 128 with a constant trade-off. This should be analyzed
with the current configuration in order to define if this is the expected work-balance over the
network. Also the report can be compared with the workload of each service, in Figure 7 (b) is
shown a chart with the workload by service. We can see that most of the traffic corresponds to
IS replica, and the number of messages of CS is the lowest. Regarding to work balance, Figure
8 shows a comparison among six switches of Level 0 of the Fat-tre topology, it is shown the
workload for nine channels, as you can see the traffic has been distributed among 5 switches
and switch 3 has the lower workload. Next analysis is related to QL, Figure 9 shows the real
QL and the simulator QL. We got in the simulation a QL of 35.8 ms. against 34.8 ms. in the
real trace, it means 97.1% of accuracy. Finally Figure 10 shows the QL distribution for the
same sample. We can see that simulator slightly increases QL however the distribution belongs
to the same range of values.
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Figure 10: (a) QL Real distribution (b) QL Simulated distribution.

6 Conclusions

We have presented a methodology to simulate a Search Engine Service in a small scale in
order to evaluate the performance of promising scenarios. We simulated the interaction among
main components on the system based on a real trace. The output is a useful tool to create
experiments in order to analyze and design new configurations of the services and network. As
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of 25% of the capacity (Switches 1, 4 and 6 reported 0 events).
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allows us to recognize a communication pattern where most of Senders belongs to nodes from
1 to 20 and the Receivers go from 1 to 128 with a constant trade-off. This should be analyzed
with the current configuration in order to define if this is the expected work-balance over the
network. Also the report can be compared with the workload of each service, in Figure 7 (b) is
shown a chart with the workload by service. We can see that most of the traffic corresponds to
IS replica, and the number of messages of CS is the lowest. Regarding to work balance, Figure
8 shows a comparison among six switches of Level 0 of the Fat-tre topology, it is shown the
workload for nine channels, as you can see the traffic has been distributed among 5 switches
and switch 3 has the lower workload. Next analysis is related to QL, Figure 9 shows the real
QL and the simulator QL. We got in the simulation a QL of 35.8 ms. against 34.8 ms. in the
real trace, it means 97.1% of accuracy. Finally Figure 10 shows the QL distribution for the
same sample. We can see that simulator slightly increases QL however the distribution belongs
to the same range of values.
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6 Conclusions

We have presented a methodology to simulate a Search Engine Service in a small scale in
order to evaluate the performance of promising scenarios. We simulated the interaction among
main components on the system based on a real trace. The output is a useful tool to create
experiments in order to analyze and design new configurations of the services and network. As
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future work, this model also allow us introduce new algorithms to deal with issues like network
congestion and to analyse overload of services.
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